
Lady of the Lake
VC will need to come downstage a bit more at the beginning….mark this off of Anna Rue next 
time since she will be there as your guide
CD needs to keep this wrap???  Hmmmm I am wondering what I was thinking here!
SR, CD, AN Pirouette needs to be in unison.   Go when CD goes 

Viva La Vida
EM  Long arm over your head after your chaines forward.  It is nice polish to use it but if you 
whip it,it does not look as clean as if you control it and extend it.

DK watch your angle in that first knight group entrance
EF you do not seem to know where you are supposed to be in this chorus.  Can you please 
check in with me about it.  We have tried to clean this up many times with the group as a whole 
many times and then with different people?  Today it seemed to be you out of place.  
VC review Missionaires in a foregin field

IR’s pair ran too far for ending so spacing was off

Glitter and Gold
Merlin and Uther take time to look at Little Arthur in your solos
TD review your choreography until you can do it in your sleep
Strong arms EF and eyes up
Check the spacing on that  spirit lunge sidways after the second chorus
Be aware that stone will be way further stage right because it otherwise obstructs a lot of the 
audience view

Child’s Play

GD just review that echappe battu section
Other arm in your arabesque to exit. 

Spirti of Excalibur
Call rehearsal, GD learn solo

Firefily
Great job Amy.   
Once you feel good with choreography…you can start with some playful acting and pride
Darn!…there you go, just did it!  Mind reader!

My Calling
Yes DK great acting.
TD you look very unsure of the choreography for first chorus
MR do you want to review this on Thursday???
ML pirouette was off again in your trio with Arthur.  You had fixed it to turn the correct way but 
now I think you are just hesitant so you are behind on the timing.  I think if you do the 
choreography correctly 5 times with Liam (make someone watch to make sure you are turning 
correctly) but then I think it will get in your muscle memory and you will do it better. 

AM take any chance you have to look proudly at Arthur 



Enchantment
AN review your timing on your solo choreography.  This whole thing looked very unsure.   We 
can have SC review again with you if need be
BS tuck your head on the passe contraction
EW Leg tuck behind to go to floor at the very end.  Jump right, left leg behind

Mordred’s Lullaby
ED  Good job It will get easier from here.
LB, JBR Beautiful unison

We Own the Night
TD KNOW THE CHOREO your time on the table or ask me and I will review with you!! I am           
pretyy sure I didn’t tell you to grab three times!!!! 
MIA Review Amy pyramid spot
MR will move stool

Nancy Mulligan
AN do we need to run this for you to feel more confident with the choreo or did something flukey 
happen today?
ML and EF need to be way out to SR

Distance

OP and OB  In second chorus you need to be more center
ED make sure you leave space for Liam to run through for that last chorus

My Fault

AM and LK farther stage left first chorus
AN earlier on duet with Lily

Step Away
OB Extend arms all the way through on Harm before bowing to Elaine
OP AND OB Beautifully done duet
OB, OP, LK, RRUE, Clarify the timing that moment at end.  I think you were so early because 
the capes actually take much longer than you took today since you were just miming and 
remember Guinevere and Lancelot are reaching for each other on that first “step away from 
me”, yes?

Good things
This piece looked awesome

Praying
ALL AVALON;  When you exit, bring your hands through the praying position at your chest BUT 
do not leave your wrists flexed once they are over your head or it looks like Arabian Nights.  You 
need to soften those hands as your open your arms through fifth!  



ACT 2

Mists of Avalon
LS and NK practice the developpe “lift”

Don’t Wann Be
OB and LS  “Something here worth fighting” for are LS and OB supposed to be in opposition?  
You were doing different arms and legs

God Help Me
LS   Nice being in that emotion.  Good control of your movements.  They are strong but not out 
of control.  Really well done
FV and LS Beautiful unison beginning of Verse 2
AB slower nod

Castle
BIRDS: Nice Unison chorus 1 but tendu through on “mean”
SPIRITS: Nice subtle arms back there spirits.  Remember SPIRITS not BIRDS

ALL Lines is tight in chorus two where the ensemble bend over  I think we need to spread more 
forward and back so there is more space between the back and front lines

Back to You
Nice

Who We ARe
AJ good for you doing the Who We are Choreo over in the corner.  You will dance this in place 
of SR for the run through on June 17

Sir Mordred
VCi more facing forward on the developpe behind
Thursday call this for 15 minutes

Good In Me
GD be READY at the end of Sir Mordred there is NO set change or narration here
 
Note to Mia
Abby is always dancing summer
Saturday emma is dancing SR

BIRDS what is your spacing in the  second bird section.  Is it sqaure or staggered?
GD farther out during second chorus

Say

GD  arms behind back  on bless my soul plie

Battlefield



ED and OB are too far forward last chorus

Beauty of Grace

Extra Music NK after the lift  Did we miss some choreo?  Watch the video.  I am not sure if AM 
called the mist too fast, if you missed the attitude turn or if it was the drag/tourjete that was 
missing but somehow there was a phrase of choreography missing.  I know the drag tour jete 
was a problem sometimes if you came out of the lift facing forward.  Check out the video

GD review your solo timing again.  It looks to me like you are taking too long to set up the inside 
pirouette.  I think you need to chasse right up to it.


